
Faculty Learning Circles



Faculty Learning Circles are 
a highly effective type of 

professional development.

A group of instructors agrees 
to study a topic together or 
pursue a shared interest.  
They collaborate on how 
new knowledge may be 
implemented to impact 
student learning, and they 
support each other’s 
professional growth.



Faculty Learning Circle Format

Groups can be
• Colleagues/ friends
• Within a discipline 

area
• Cross-disciplinary
• Cohort, such as new 

faculty or chairs

Groups can meet
• Via video conference
• On campus
• At members’ houses
• MS Teams or other

platform
• At coffee shops, parks,

cafés…



Sample Faculty Learning Circle
Book or Article Study Group

• Read a book/journal 
together

• Implement new ideas in your 
classes

• Reflect with the group on 
what happened

• Visit each others’ classes
• Share what you learn with 

others outside the group



Sample Faculty Learning Circle
Faculty Research Group

• Meet and share research
• Critique and support each 

other
• Content-related projects
• Action research on teaching 

methodology



Sample Faculty Learning Circle
Focus on an Instructional Strategy

Study and 
learn

Study and learn the 
technique

Practice

Practice classroom 
implementation

Debrief

Debrief with 
colleagues, 
problem-solve, and 
make needed 
adjustments

Flipping the Classroom



Sample Faculty Learning Circle
Discipline Specific

MORE EFFECTIVE, 
CONTEXTUALIZED PRACTICE 

OF READING SKILLS

GREATER SUPPORT FOR 
CONTENT AREA READING 

REQUIREMENTS

RDG 0950 and CHSS Instructors



Through a Faculty Learning Circle, 
you can…

• See what your colleagues 
are doing

• Collaborate: the sum is 
greater than the whole of 
its parts

• Experience intellectual 
enrichment



Through a Faculty Learning Circle, 
you can…

Reconnect with 
your profession

01

Explore the 
scholarship of 
teaching and 
learning

02

Meet the 
Professional 
Development 
requirement 
for full-time 
faculty

03



Benefits of 
Faculty 

Learning 
Circles

• Reduced isolation of instructors
• Academic gains for students
• A renewed sense of 

professional commitment and 
enthusiasm



Faculty Learning Circles 
What do you envision?

Content
• Teaching methods
• Content knowledge
• Local issues

Format

• Topic-based

• Discipline specific

• Cross-disciplinary

• Cohort-based
– New faculty

– Veteran faculty

– Dept. Chairs



CTL Support 
for 

Faculty 
Learning 
Circles

Start-up assistance

Guidelines and tips for running an FLC

Resources to purchase book sets

Dedicated web space for online 
discussion forums

Documentation of your participation for 
professional development requirements



How can I get 
involved in an FLC?

If you and a few colleagues 
are interested in starting a 
Faculty Learning Circle on a 
topic of your choice, email 
the CTL at ctl@cnm.edu
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